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Dear Laura, Craig, and the
Steering Committee of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Family Justice Center,
It was an honor for our Alliance for HOPE International Technical Assistance Team to be with you for a two-day
Study Tour/Community Assessment. As most of you know, Alliance for HOPE International (Alliance) is one of
the leading systems and social change organizations in the country focused on creating innovative, collaborative,
trauma-informed approaches to meeting the needs of survivors of domestic violence and sexual assault and
their children. The Alliance and its allied Centers serve 150 – 200,000 survivors of domestic violence and sexual
assault and their children each year in the United States. The Alliance supports multi-agency Centers in more than
40 states and 25 countries and trains more than 10,000 multi-disciplinary professionals every year.
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The mission of the Alliance is to create pathways

to hope for women, children, and men who are victims
of domestic violence and related sexual assault through
collaborative, integrated multi-disciplinary centers,
teams, and initiatives in order to break the generational
cycle of violence and abuse in families across the
United States and around the world.
We (Gael Strack, Michael Burke, and Casey Gwinn)
enjoyed meeting your Steering Committee and your
allied agencies from May 23-24, 2018 to learn more
about your community’s response to domestic violence,
child abuse, elder abuse, sexual assault and human
trafficking. We were impressed with your vision and
passion to create a Family Justice Center framework.
We were strongly encouraged by the overwhelming
positive commitment of all your community
stakeholders, elected officials, and policy makers
during our two-day Study Tour.
During our group and individual meetings, we found a
great deal of interest in providing a more collaborative,
integrated service delivery approach for adult and child
survivors in Charlotte-Mecklenburg. Without question,
you have built strong relationships and an excellent
foundation for a future Family Justice Center, given the
work of the Domestic Violence Community Leadership
Team (your local CCR), the Domestic Violence
Advocacy Council and your Domestic Violence Fatality
Review Team. Receiving support from the Jamie
Kimble Foundation who sponsored the Study Tour
is further evidence of strong community support of a
Family Justice Center in your community. Your current
priority initiatives in Charlotte-Mecklenburg, including
Economic Mobility and Race Matters, are key to your
success in this journey and your readiness to build a
collaborative campus model.

reflection your community has been doing over the last
few years. There is no magic process or formula for
assessing community readiness for a Family Justice
Center and you all have rightfully concluded that you
should not wait to pursue the framework until every
agency is engaging in “best practices” or evidencebased processes and procedures. The Family Justice
Center planning process is a powerful vehicle to identify
opportunities for improvement, and key changes that
need to be made in how survivors experience your
agencies and systems. The Family Justice Center
is a coordinated community response (CCR) model
with increased opportunities for mutual accountability
and integration that cannot occur in a CCR where
the agencies only meet occasionally and continue to
operate in silos and with separate locations, processes,
and survivor engagement approaches.
As a quick summary of our Study Tour, our team
had the opportunity to work closely with each of you
(Laura Lawrence from Safe Alliance and Craig Varnum
from Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department), the
Coordinators for the Char-Meck Family Justice Center,
not only throughout the Study Tour but for the better
part of the last year.

We appreciated learning about your community
assessment within the last three years as well and the
conclusion of that assessment about your readiness
to pursue a Family Justice Center framework. We
concur that your community is ready to develop a
dynamic, multi-agency framework. Many communities
across America have successfully started dynamic
Family Justice Centers without the kind of thinking and
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During our Study Tour, we held a community forum
and provided a community presentation about the
Family Justice Center framework, trends in the
Family Justice Center movement, and the upcoming
Strategic Workshop Event process. We loved your
new video about the Char-Meck Family Justice Center
vision which helped educate nearly 100 community
stakeholders during the morning at the Camino
Community Center.

Most of the Steering Committee members had
an opportunity to welcome the community, learn
about your journey toward co-location, and pledge
their commitment to the vision. A copy of our
presentation and video are posted on your website
at charmeckfamilyjusticenter.org. At the Camino
Community Center, we also met with Town Police
Chiefs and Managers and discussed the benefits and
challenges of opening up a Center in your community.
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We also reviewed a large number of anonymous online
surveys submitted by community partners. In fact, we
received the largest amount of community surveys we
have ever received, anywhere in America. Additionally,
your very impressive website conveyed that your
Steering Committee has made a tremendous effort
to be inclusive and that your community is engaged
and committed. Finally, you are the first community
to provide the online survey to community partners in
English and Spanish.
During our Study Tour, we had the opportunity to meet
professionals at the District Attorney’s Office, the
Children and Family Services Center, the CharlotteMecklenburg Police Department, Safe Alliance’s

Shelter, Pat’s Place Child Advocacy Center, and Atrium
and Novant Health Systems. We conducted a powerful
focus group with local survivors and met with potential
funders, faith leaders, and the Human Trafficking Task
Force. We met separately with domestic violence
advocates Julie Owens and Bea Cote and listened to
their concerns. We invited them to submit additional
questions to us if they wished to do so. In addition, we
met with local judges and magistrates, clerks, and staff
from the Mecklenburg Sheriff’s Office. We toured the
courthouse, the Victim Assistance Program offices, and
the Magistrates’ office. Consistently, we encountered
committed and supportive leaders and stakeholders.
The full agenda from our Study Tour is attached.
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Based on our discussions and meetings during the Study Tour, key themes emerged:
• Charlotte-Mecklenburg County is ready to
create a Family Justice Center framework
• Survivors in the Safe Alliance-hosted focus group
unanimously wanted a Family Justice Center
framework to be created in your community
• There is a strong level of commitment to
collaboration and integrated work
• Survivors do not currently experience an integrated
system in Mecklenburg County and want to have
coordinated and co-located services
• The “Siloing” effect is real and powerful – among
agencies, disciplines, and subject matter areas –
everyone tends to silo and work separately
• Every agency, every discipline, and every subject
matter area expressed interest in a framework that
would help facilitate bringing them out of their silos
• Pat’s Place was extremely supportive of a potential

collaborative campus with them on the campus in

a new facility

• The Human Trafficking Task Force was strongly
supportive of being a part of an integrated model

that works at the intersections of all forms of trauma,
violence, and abuse
• SA/DV professionals were all very interested

and supportive

• Concerns about the current operation and
outcomes of the magistrate system were voiced

and there was a strong consensus that the magistrate
model should be much more closely connected to the
FJC framework and other services for those accessing
the Magistrate’s Office in Uptown or at remote locations
• There is a strong interest in the need for more
training on trauma-informed processes for all
professionals including judges and magistrates
• There was concern about how the FJC framework
will impact outlying areas of the county and how it
can meet the needs of survivors that may not come
to Uptown
• Some areas were not as well represented in our
Study Tour visit including the larger faith community,
the schools, and the business community
• Overall, we found high levels of buy-in for moving
forward toward an FJC framework
It was clear to our Alliance team that your community
has a long history of working together, has the key
elements in place to plan and open a dynamic Family
Justice Center, and your Steering Committee is
committed to a thoughtful and inclusive planning
process. To assist you in the planning process as
you move forward, we have included “Highlights”
from each key piece of the Study Tour along with
recommendations for next steps in this document

• Law enforcement and prosecutors were very
interested but still wanted to learn more about how it
might affect their day to day work particularly beyond
the involvement of CMPD
allianceforhope.com | familyjusticecenter.org
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE COMMUNITY FORUM
Karen Parker, CEO of Safe Alliance:

“Forty of us went to the North Carolina
statewide Family Justice Center Conference
to learn more about the Family Justice Model
and came back excited and committed to
looking at our system through the eyes of
survivors. When you do that, you realize
the system is daunting. We are committed
to listening to our survivors and the key
role they must play in the development of
a Family Justice Center. There has to be
racial and gender equity. Services must be
respectful and accessible to all.”

Ron Kimble: “Everyone has a story. Our
story is that our daughter Jamie lost her life
at the hands of an ex-boyfriend. He stalked
her, shot her and killed himself. From that
day forward, our lives changed. We knew we
needed to be part of this work and turn our
tragedy into good and help our community
affect positive, long-lasting change. Each
of you have done great work. But working
together, we can do even be better.”

Local survivor: “Having a Family Justice Center in Charlotte is critical. When you’re going through abuse, you
feel isolated and alone. Having a Family Justice Center, would have made it easier, smoother, saved me time
and money.”

Judge Paige McThenia: “We went to Greensboro to see the

e-filing system in place there, thinking that this was our solution
to providing victims of domestic violence with better access to
justice. And while we were all impressed with the e-filing system,
we were even more impressed with the Guilford County Family
Justice Center. We asked each other over lunch that day, “Why
don’t we have one of these in Mecklenburg?” I did not realize until
we started envisioning a Family Justice Center of our own just how
many places victims of domestic violence have to go to get help
and how many people those victims have to tell their stories to
over and over again. As a judge, I see the fear and hopelessness
on the faces of victims of domestic violence in court every day, and
I don’t want to re-victimize them ever again.”
allianceforhope.com | familyjusticecenter.org
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Katrina Graue, Deputy Chief of Police-Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department:

“I represent the voice of the police departments in our county. As police officers, we
want to make a difference, to make the most challenging, emotional and stressful day
of your life more manageable. I learned recently how I did just that. I reconnected with
a sexual assault victim of mine from over 23 years ago. She told me she never forgot
my name and she often prayed for me. It was not because I was the police officer
who investigated her case but instead it was because I made a difference in her life.
She said I treated her like a human being, did not judge her and listened. Isn’t that
what we would all want if we were the victim of a crime? We believe we work well
and collaboratively to provide support to survivors. But, to be housed together makes
us better. More importantly, we are a stronger team for the survivors. It would be
awesome if we ALL had a story to share where a victim remembered the positive in her
tragic experience and to know we made it possible. I’m excited for the opportunity.”

District Attorney Spencer Merriweather: “As I look around the
room and as we talk about starting a Family Justice Center, I see smiles
everywhere and I see hope in all of you. We are here to bring hope
to survivors and through this coordination of services hope is possible
and a promise we can bring to survivors. Today is the beginning of our
discussion. This is an invitation for the entire community to join us in this
conversation. Be a part of the thinking. Play your part. Do your role. Be
a part of the plan. Do what you’ve done so well. Let’s do it together and
let’s do it better. Thank you.”

Andrew Oliver, Executive Director of Pat’s Place: “We provide
services to children, approximately 700 kids each year. The
Family Justice Center builds on the groundwork of the Child
Advocacy Center. This model works. It works because it is
based on relationships. Our partnerships have never been
stronger, they will only grow. Our time is now.”

Anthony Trotman, Assistant County Manager: “As I saw the

video, it brought it all home for me. As a leader, a husband and a
father, I can help create the opportunity to have a single location
to provide comprehensive services to victims. The strength
lies in our partnerships. We have a wide range of partners that
provide the highest level of services. We are proud to say we
passionately support this project and believe in the collective
impact of the Family Justice Center model. We are honored
to stand with you. To stand against victimization. To pledge to
victims, our neighbors, and all those in need of the expertise we
can all bring.”
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Rashida: “Input from survivors in this process is
critical. This model encourages every Center to
have its own local chapter of VOICES for survivors.
Survivors play a key role in providing guidance
and feedback to the Center. As the designated
representative of our survivors, I will make sure
survivors have a permanent voice at the table. If
you are survivor and want to be involved, see me.
I was in a difficult situation. I planned my own
funeral. But here I stand as a survivor. The Family
Justice Center gives me hope.”

Local survivor: “The process is very difficult. You have to tell your story over and over again. After being

abused, you have go the Magistrate’s office to request a warrant and sometimes they refer you to the police
department. Once you’re in court, you have to deal with continuance after continuance. You have to deal with
traffic and parking issues. You also have to take time off work to protect yourself. The process should be
much easier.”

Casey Gwinn, President, Alliance for HOPE International: “Thank
you Ron Kimball for your support and leadership. Your pain is now
your power. North Carolina is an Adverse Childhood Experiences
Study (ACEs) state. Once you learn about ACEs, you realize it’s all
connected. High ACE scores are bad for any community. If you want
to reduce domestic violence homicides or empty your jails, you have
to work at the top of the cliff, not the bottom of the cliff. Prevention
is the key. Hope is the key. Increasing hope is the most significant
thing you can do to overcome trauma. High hope people do better
out of trauma, cancer, loss of a child, and every other life adversity.
Professionals at a Family Justice Center can, together, provide
collective hope – a whole group of people with rising hope, which is
even more powerful than rising hope in one person’s life.”

Gael Strack, CEO, Alliance for HOPE International: “Today is historical
and an important step in your journey. You are the architects of your
Family Justice Center, not us. You will get to decide what it looks
like, what it feels like and you’re doing it with input from survivors and
your entire community. We have never received so many community
surveys before and you even have a website up already! That tells me
you have gone out of your way to be inclusive and to hear all voices.
Congratulations.”
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SURVIVOR FOCUS GROUPS

Our focus group with survivors was one of the highlights
of our Study Tour. It was held in the Safe Alliance
shelter. Casey Gwinn gave an overview of the process,
discussed confidentiality and thanked them for their
willingness to spend time discussing their current
system and the concept of a Family Justice Center.

The Alliance team met with survivors from the Safe
Alliance Shelter and Pat’s Place Child Advocacy Center.
There were survivors who were both in crisis and past
the crisis. Due to the high number of survivors who
attended, our team broke up into three groups.

allianceforhope.com | familyjusticecenter.org
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SURVIVOR FOCUS GROUPS

The themes that emerged included:
• Victims need a lot of support when they are going
through crisis

• Survivors do not want the Center to be located at
the courthouse.

• Services are spread out all over the county

• Survivors want a stand-alone building that is big,
beautiful and bold.

• It takes a lot of time and “foot work” to get the help
people need
• The faith community needs to be trained so they can
be more engaged
• It’s annoying and traumatizing to tell your story over
and over again
• If police don’t see injuries, they brush it off. Many
cases don’t get prosecuted
• “You don’t want to go to court or be in public with two
black eye”
• There is a time crunch. You only get 30 days in the
shelter. That is not enough time to find permanent
housing and do everything you need to do to stay safe
• Not easy to find housing when you are physically
beaten. No one wants to rent to you
• Overwhelming excitement for one location for
all services

Survivors indicated strong support for most of the
agencies in the community. We did note a difference,
however, between the parents of child abuse victims
and domestic violence victims. The parents of child
abuse victims received more cohesive support and
coordination through Pat’s Place than domestic violence
and adult sexual assault survivors experienced in
Mecklenburg County. We also noted the need to hear
from many more survivors of domestic violence during
the planning process.

• All participants want wellness activities and health
services onsite. No fences between agencies.
Professional daycare and child care for children is
critical and needs to be open after-hours for women
who work first and second shifts.
• Survivors want a boutique for women and children,
a beauty salon, counseling for women and children in
the same place, comprehensive treatment for traumatic
brain injuries, a healing center, a career center, tutors,
mentors, financial assistance, job readiness services,
dental, and anything else that can help with trauma –
animals, art, music, Camp HOPE America.
• Everyone was so excited about the Family Justice
Center framework and survivors wanted to see what
Centers looked like which prompted Gael Strack to
share a power point presentation of the various FJCs
around the country with her group. Survivors were very
impressed with the openness of the Ft. Worth FJC
model and the campus model with an onsite shelter at
the Sojourner Truth Family Peace Center in Milwaukee.

process. We recommend you implement a survey for
all victims seeking restraining orders to fill out in order
to obtain feedback on their views of their interactions
with law enforcement, judges and magistrates, and the
availability of consistent, long-term support.

We believe additional focus groups should be
conducted with survivors engaged in the criminal and
civil justice systems, particularly domestic violence
survivors, to better understand the obstacles they
face. Survivors are a critical voice in the development
process for a Family Justice Center and we recommend
more focus groups be conducted throughout the
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SURVIVOR FOCUS GROUPS

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
Family Justice Center
Sessions Held May 2018

I. CURRENT SERVICES
Current Strengths

Areas for Improvement

• Reach communities that are less likely to utilize
services (i.e. faith based)

• Quarterly trainings of service providers (what is
working, what areas we can improve)

• More dialog with survivors

• Getting better requires knowing your strengths and
weaknesses as a service provider

• Expand services (i.e. transitional housing)
• Expand victim-centered morale from each agency
• Every victim matters
• For victims who come into victim assistance –
improved safety, better legal, paperwork, free legal
representation, 50(B)
• Legal help – custody/divorce

• Job training
• Access to temporary employment agencies (referrals
to temp agencies, partnering with temp agencies, etc.)
• Children forced to go to place after place
• Need way to “ease” trauma for children
during process

• Ease in filing for criminal charges

• Victim had place to meet with whomever they need
for help

• Good experience with detective handling case

• File and see Judge in one place

• Thankful for victim assistance advocate in court
• Feel stronger in court with legal aid attorney

• Court schedule limited to filing for DVPO by 1pm to
see Judge same day

• Amazing people

• Expanded attorneys/expanded filing times

• Expand access to resources regardless of status,
income, gender

• Long waits for counseling

• Offer hope

• Cases dismissed in court

• Bringing idea of Family Justice Center to Charlotte

• Bond too low for serious cases

• Have resources as to where to go for services

• Better if services were streamlined to be accessible

• Should be more providers/choices

• Getting better requires true collaboration, ego in
check, disregard for credit

• Would expand into a Medicaid or state funded
services that are agreed to by team
• Thank you for everything that you do to protect
women and our children

• No affordable housing

• More services offered through federal funds
• More advertising of services to make people aware
• Getting better requires everyone working together,
not in silos
• Make the process of getting a restraining order easier

Compiled by CharMeck Family Justice Center
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SURVIVOR FOCUS GROUPS

II. FAMILY JUSTICE CENTER MODEL
Basic Benefits

Challenges–Concerns

• Providers being in one place
• Daycare on-site; safer for victim/victim’s children
(emotionally and physically safer)
• Job training services available on-site
• Temp agency on-site

• More than one provider of each service should be onsite so victims have choices of who to go to for services
• More than one provider of each service on-site to
reduce impact if a provider has funding issues
• Location is a big concern. Where would it be?
• Don’t make victims pay to park

• Employment referral on-site
• Should be located on a transit line; heavy
consideration for transit access (light rail and bus)
• Use “word of mouth” to inform the community about
the new center
• Hope – for the new center…providers have the
heard for victims; client-centered
• Hope – for the new center…everyone is welcome,
regardless of income, insurance, etc.
• Hope – the center will bridge gaps between
service providers and faith-based organizations, the
hope is also that it will bridge gaps between/among
all stakeholders
• The new programs to help the families are a great
benefit for our kids

• Need ample parking
• Need after 5pm hours for service
• Ideally 24-hour operating hours
• Advertise and educate the community so they know
when it is open and ready for business
• Advertise – may be through current providers,
billboards, pre-opening community forums
• Who would run it?
• Who would be responsible for it?
• Oversight?
• What about teens (not yet 18) or young adults?
Cases of teen dating violence
• Older children witnessing
• What about victims who are in YFS custody?
• Context – human trafficking victims

Compiled by CharMeck Family Justice Center
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SURVIVOR FOCUS GROUPS

III.

GAPS & CONSIDERATIONS
Gaps

Considerations

• Access to childcare while receiving services

• Ego aside; true collaboration to improve

• Time gaps – lines, after hour needs, gaps in available
services may discourage victims from coming forward

• No turf war. Focus on results

• Services for transitional age – teens not yet adults

• Need “one place” for victims to come – and be able
to come back to as needed

• Need more/better long-term follow-up. Not just the
immediate need, but longer-term needs addressed

• Housing constraints in our community – available
transitional/affordable housing

• “Navigators” for services/resources/process

• FJC funding: allocations of funds between providers
within the FJC
• How will allocation of funds be handled within
the FJC (divided among providers)
• Improve collaborations among current
service providers
• How will confidentiality be affected
• Accessibility of center; accessible to
public transportation
• Will there be ongoing training for service providers
• Will there be remote help for law enforcement
localities that currently don’t have advocacy
services available
• Will FJC be convenient/accessible to survivors and
law enforcement in towns across Mecklenburg County

Compiled by CharMeck Family Justice Center
allianceforhope.com | familyjusticecenter.org
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE COMMUNITY SURVEYS
• “I’m not scared about starting an FJC in
this community.”

Sample Concerns:

• “I believe the FJC will only be truly successful if there
is a strong focus on racial equity, social justice
and ensuring we continue to fully support survivors who
choose not to utilize the criminal justice system.”

• “Location not being centralized.”
• “Grass root organizations will not be represented
or included in the process or the Center”

• “Victims who do not want to have law enforcement
or criminal justice involvement.”

• “Scared that if the process is not truly inclusive, it
could heighten existing distrust and segregation.”

• “Finding a location large enough.”

• “Not starting it.”
• “What might be scary are unintended
consequences if perpetrators of violence are served
at the FJC.”

• “15 years ago, a feasibility study was done that made
a similar recommendation to have a “one stop shop”
for DV victims. What’s different now than
15 years ago?”

Sample Excitement:
• “I think it will allow victims a better chance of
breaking the cycle of abuse when they can see
that all agencies are there to help them get out. I also
think it will strengthen the relationship between all the
agencies that have a common mission.”
• “Pooling together diverse professionals and resources
to collaborate towards the common goal of protecting
and serving particularly vulnerable members of the
community.”
• “I am most excited about the opportunities and
barriers the FJC will eliminate.”
• “The fact that more people will get helped.”
• “If we do this successfully with strong attention to
social justice, racial equity and activities that
support those who do not feel safe utilizing the justice
system, then it could be amazingly transformational for
our community.”

• “Increased community awareness and
increased support and advocacy for survivors of
domestic violence.”
• “For victims that do want to work with multiple service
providers and utilize the criminal justice system, this
may be an easier process.”
• “I love the idea that victims will be able to go to a
‘one stop shop’. This will create so much more ease
in their lives and help expose them to services there
were not aware of. Currently navigating resources is
challenging for victims resulting in missed opportunities.
I am also excited to see the strengthening of community
partners that can come from this.”
• “The promise of yielding real systems change in how
we support survivors and their families, and how we can
use the FJC platform to contribute meaningfully to
the community conversation around economic mobility.”
• “Research shows that it will work if done correctly.”

allianceforhope.com | familyjusticecenter.org
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

At the conclusion of our Study Tour, our team met
with most of the Steering Committee to debrief our
visit. Below is a list of our recommendations and
observations for your consideration as we go forward

with the Family Justice Center planning process and
host the community-wide Strategic Workshop Event
in September:

1. Advertise the Strategic Workshop Event: Advertise 3. Co-Chairs for the Strategic Planning:
the formal two-day Strategic Workshop Event
(September 12-13, 2018) and coordinate all details with
the Alliance team as soon as possible;

2. Steering Committee: We were impressed with the

makeup of your Steering Committee. It was a large,
diverse, and inclusive group of professionals from
government and non-governmental agencies. Other
partners could include: representatives from the school
system, faith community, and business community;

Identify
community stakeholders to serve as co-chairs for the
workgroups during the planning process: 1) Governance and Facilities; Funding and Sustainability; Service Delivery and Operations; and Community Engagement and Outreach;

4. Co-Chair Readiness: Conduct a webinar/phone

call with the Alliance and the anticipated Work Group
Chairs to discuss roles and responsibilities of the
Chairs, purpose of the Work Groups, and their role in
the Strategic Workshop Event process;

allianceforhope.com | familyjusticecenter.org
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

5. Expand your Invitation List: Continue to expand

your invitation list for the Strategic Workshop Event
to include both leaders of agencies and direct service
providers (front-line workers), representatives from all
law enforcement agencies (including the Mecklenburg
Sheriff’s Office), criminal and civil justice system
agencies (including judges, magistrates, and clerks),
faith community leaders, business executives, and
educators (middle school, high school, and college
level), civil legal service providers, social services
providers, professionals from the affordable housing
sector, the local bar association leadership, potential
funders, and even local architects. We recommend
100-135 participants for the two-day planning event;

6. Governance: Consider a shared leadership model

between Safe Alliance and local government (City and
County). It is important for each of these entities to
remain highly engaged as the community moves into
the Family Justice Center strategic phase of these
efforts. We recommend a separate, non-profit 501c3
with a fundraising-oriented board to facilitate private
fundraising for this endeavor;

7. Coordinator: Continue to support Laura Lawrence

and Craig Varnum as fulltime Project Coordinators with
the authority to lead the effort, provide collaborative
leadership to the planning process, make administrative
decisions, reach out for support and community
engagement, recruit new partners, and assist in
ongoing promotion of the vision and mission of the
Center. As the FJC model evolves we recommend that
the Steering Committee works together to determine
the number of positions that will be needed for the
operation and coordination of partner agencies and
activities in a healthy, dynamic Family Justice Center,
depending on the size of the location and the number of
onsite partners;

8. Benchmarking: All participating agencies should
begin identifying and documenting local domestic
violence and sexual assault statistics to benchmark
the progress of your collaboration, including 911 calls,
police reports, arrests (not charged), negotiated and/or
dismissed criminal cases, temporary and permanent
restraining/protective orders (50b), recidivism rates,
and homicide rates. Other jurisdictions have conducted
a mini-safety audit of your system by gathering,
randomly, and then de-identifying (prior to analysis) 10
police reports, 10 protection order files, 10 cases from
DV Court, 10 private warrant cases, and 10 911 tapes.
The Alliance often assists in analyzing this type of
information for communities but members of your local
planning team are likely the best people to conduct
this snapshot;
9. Protocols:

Collect all existing protocols for child
abuse, domestic violence, sexual assault, elder abuse
and human trafficking and begin to assess how to begin
developing an integrated protocol and/or determine
which protocols will need to be updated to describe
how cases and victims will be handled when the Family
Justice Center is operational;

10. Clinical Forensics: Consider to explore adding a
Clinical Forensic and/or Community Health Clinic (in
partnership with Atrium or Novant or both) to the Center
vision to document injuries and provide treatment
in child abuse, domestic violence, elder abuse and
sexual assault cases and provide supportive medical
care for survivors and their children. We recommend
this conversation begin now with the County Medical
Services professionals prior to the Strategic
Workshop Event;
11. Survivors: Consider adopting the Alliance Protocol

on Survivor Focus Groups and engage all Family
Justice Center partner agencies in conducting focus
groups with survivors. The Alliance has a Focus Group
Toolkit for your use. More survivors should provide their
input regarding their experience with current systems
and agencies, and their ideas for a countywide Family
Justice Center framework. Survivors should also be
asked about the types of services they want co-located
in the Family Justice Center in the start-up phase and
at later stages in development of the Center framework.
The survivor focus group held during the Study tour
was very positive but survivors were mostly from the
Charlotte area and did not seem to represent the
entire county;
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

12. Communication: You have done an excellent job
on keeping the public and community informed with
community forums, press releases, and launching your
website. It is an excellent way to keep your community
informed about the process, upcoming events,
opportunities to stay engaged and provide background
information about the Family Justice Center Model.
Consider adding the names of the Steering Committee
members to the website;

19. Training: Identify additional training needed for
core team members during the development process
of the Family Justice Center including: Privacy issues,
confidentiality, and information sharing procedures;
Identification of or creation of clear dominant aggressor
policies; Handling of forfeiture hearings (Crawford v.
Washington); Handling of high risk victims including a
High Risk Team protocol; and multi-disciplinary team
approaches to address near fatal strangulation cases;

14. Case for Support: Consider developing a Case for

20. Site Visits: Continue to take stakeholders to visit
existing Family Justice Centers in North Carolina and
nearby states. Participate in the Alliance’s Leadership
Summit. The next Leadership Summit will be held at
the Sojourner Family Peace Center (Milwaukee, WI)
from September 25-27, 2018;

15. Conference: Continue to bring a diverse, multi-

21. Resources form the Alliance: Schedule a
conference call with the Alliance to learn more about the
additional tools available to Family Justice and Multiagency Centers such as Intake and Client Management
Systems. Become familiar with the Alliance’s Resource
Library which includes toolkits, webinars, sample
protocols and forms;

13. Quotes: Collect quotes now from stakeholders,

including video interviews and letters of support to be
used in various venues, grants and the website;
Support for your Family Justice Center in preparation
for writing grants and/or seeking funding from donors.
The Strategic Workshop Event document can assist in
this, but a great deal of work can be done on this even
without the Planning Report. Sample business plans
are available on our website;

agency team of professionals, elected officials,
business leaders, and survivors to the Annual
International Family Justice Conference in March,
2019 in San Diego (especially team members who
have not previously been able to attend the conference
in the past);

16. Volunteers: Continue to identify existing volunteer
programs among your stakeholders and assess
whether those volunteers can be utilized for support
of the Center. If not, consider developing a formal
volunteer program to support the work of the Family
Justice Center. The Alliance can focus on this area
during the Strategic Workshop Event if desired.
Volunteers can be engaged from the faith
community, community organizations, and higher
education institutions;

17. Guiding Principles: Review, share, and consider

formally adopting the Alliance’s Guiding Principles at the
Strategic Workshop Event;

18. Shared Sustained Funding Policy: Review

and share the Alliance’s Shared Sustained Funding
Policy (available in our Online Resource Library) with
all potential partners during the planning process for
feedback and potential adoption;

22. Monthly Calls: Attend the Alliance’s monthly calls
for developing and operating Centers;

23. Surveys: Continue to request partner surveys and
develop a new survey for victims seeking temporary
protection orders to improve access to protection
orders. The Alliance can help review and edit a survey
to be given to those seeking protection orders;
24. FJC One Day a Week: Consider holding a FJC

once a week to start working together and learning from
each other. The Alliance can assist with the planning
of such an event. Begin working through FJC case
scenarios in Steering Committee meetings to help
orient agencies to the operating challenges of a
Family Justice Center;

25. Camp HOPE America: Fully engaging in the
readiness grantee process for Camp HOPE America
– North Carolina for Charlotte-Mecklenburg to serve
7-11 year olds initially and attend and observe a day of
Camp HOPE America with the Guilford County FJC in
Greensboro this summer;
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

26. Location: Consider two phases for the Family
Justice Center development process – Phase I
could involve a limited number of agencies and a
temporary location; Phase II should be a bigger vision
that includes potential co-location of child advocacy,
sexual assault, elder abuse, domestic violence and
human trafficking services with the focus on creating
a comprehensive intervention and long-term support
community for survivors and their children. Consider
more than one location during the planning process
and as part of the long-term vision. Continue to
seek input from survivors and professionals about
desirable locations. Consider working with the
housing authorities to identify additional housing and
shelter opportunity for victims. Consider a “Housing
First” or rapid re-housing model versus the traditional
emergency shelter, transitional, and then long-term,
affordable housing approach;

30. Law Enforcement: Consider a task force model

for the FJC to bring together all your law enforcement
communities in the framework;

31. Magistrate/Judges/Court System: Continue your
efforts toward e-filing, locating victim witness services
near the courthouse and having advocates in all
appropriate courtrooms;
a.

It is clear victim well-being is important. Continue
having victims wait at the Victim-Witness Center for
their protection orders and/or trials to avoid waiting
in the courtrooms with their offenders. Phone and/
or video access can be utilized if the court needs
information from the victim. Use the time in a safe,
supportive location to educate victims about safety
planning, conduct risk assessments and offer local
resources;

27. Affiliation: Become familiar with the new Affiliation
Process of the Alliance for Family Justice/Multi-Agency
Centers in order to identify the key elements necessary
to meet affiliation standards when your Family Justice
Center opens;

b. Consider having your batterers’ programs conduct
focus groups with aggressors about how the current
system addresses their needs. The batterers
programs want to be involved and the feedback
would be very beneficial;

28. High Risk Cases.

Congratulations on all your
efforts to enhance your response to near- and non-fatal
strangulation cases. To keep your momentum going,
consider challenging all Police Chiefs, the Sheriff, and
other agencies to begin discussion about starting a
strangulation response/high-risk team;

c.

The Alliance recommends gathering more
information about batterers’ programs. How effective
are the programs? How do they measure success?
How could they measure Hope? How are offenders
signing up for treatment? Is clear, accurate feedback
provided to the court?

29. Police Report – Consider solving the challenge

d. Continue engaging the Magistrate’s Office in the
FJC planning process and explore other opportunities
to co-locate the Magistrates in the FJC with a separate
entrance but with internal access to other services for
survivors. Consider the remote magistrates for colocation with other services in FJC satellite locations.
We recommend the Magistrates evaluate the morale/
Hope Scores of their own staff members;

early of providing police reports to survivors. Evaluate
how a copy of the police report can be provided to
the victim immediately at the time of the request for a
protection order (50b) – without having to go to a Police
department or the Mecklenburg Sheriff’s Office;

e. Continue to explore options to increase efficiency
of officers’ time in the courtroom;
f.

Work with the Coalition to look at the potential
elimination of the private arrest process in domestic
violence cases. We observed and heard a great deal
about retaliation by offenders who are able to get their
victims arrested after their own release from jail.
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IDEAS TO KEEP YOUR COMMUNITY ENGAGED BETWEEN NOW AND THE
SEPTEMBER STRATEGIC WORKSHOP EVENT:

• Host FJC webinar parties and watch Alliance
webinars from our online Resource Library
(familyjusticecenter.org) together and then discuss;

- Would you be willing to host a community
forum in your area?

• Hold monthly community forums throughout the
county. Invite everyone;

- Would you like to find out other ways to be
more involved in the process?

• Go to Town Council meetings to share
information about your FJC planning process;

- Provide a link to our website for all
community members to learn more about
Family Justice Centers

• Send a thank you letter to all Study Tour
participants with an ask:

- Start a Family Justice Center Book Club
- Invite interested professionals for a “Follow a
victim for a Day” and coordinate with local advocates
(including a victim consent process).

- Would you be willing to join us for strategic
planning in September?
- Would you be willing to invite someone
who wasn’t at the Study Tour to the Strategic
Workshop Event?

Conclusion
We look forward to being with you in September to
conduct the formal planning process. Your County is
poised to move forward with an exciting and innovative
community collaborative in the coming months, building
on the current and collective work of government and
community-based agencies and the clear presence of
committed leaders in Charlotte-Mecklenburg County.

We are committed to doing all we can to support
your planning and development process and look
forward to the day when we can celebrate a Grand
Opening and see a Family Justice Center framework
develop to serve victims and their children in Charlotte/
Mecklenburg. The State of North Carolina is leading
the way with a strong, effective network of Family
Justice Centers. Charlotte-Mecklenburg can play a key
leadership role as you move forward.

With Great HOPE,

Casey Gwinn, Esq.
President

Gael Strack
Chief Executive Officer
allianceforhope.com | familyjusticecenter.org

Michael Burke
Director of Community Engagement
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